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THE NORWOOD REVIEW
The Norwood Review is published four times a year, in Spring, Summer, Autumn and
Winter. The deadline for each issue is one month earlier. The next edition of the Review
will appear in June 2014. Contributions should be sent, no later than 20th May 2014,
to the Editorial Board, The Norwood Review, 47 Ross Road, London SE25 6SB or
secretary@norwoodsociety.co.uk (020 8653 8768). Would contributors please give
their ‘phone number, address and e-mail address.
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EDITOR’S REPORT
Although I heave a sigh of relief when the latest Norwood Review comes
back from the printers and is distributed (thanks to a hard-working
secretary and many voluntary distributors) the next issue soon looms
up, and the 3 months between Reviews seem to go by more and more
quickly. However, here it is again and hopefully readers will find it of
interest. Upper Norwood was a special place in Victorian times - and later
- until developers were allowed to destroy so many fine buildings. I often
wonder whether we have exhausted the available information about the
many famous and distinguished residents and events from those times,
but the records now on-line and enquiries always seem to reveal more.
It may well be that the various television programmes and businesses
undertaking to search family trees has sparked off a new wave of interest.
Where we can we point those making enquiries in the right direction to
obtain a fruitful result, and sometimes we are able to add information or
clues from our records. We are a local history society, and find that there
is always something new about the past in this area.
We seem to have been spared flooding in Norwood, and the Effra has
behaved itself – so far. South Norwood Lake has an effective overflow
facility, so no trouble there apparently even though it takes drainage from
the hill adjoining. Heavers Meadow was created to take surplus water
from any increase in the flow of Norbury Brook (called also the River
Graveney), and seems to have avoided the flooding under the Selhurst
railway bridge as well as making a pleasant walk – and a good place for
ducks! Our sympathy goes to that part of Purley which is suffering (or
was at the time of writing this).
Editor
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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT – SPRING 2014
The last Chairman’s Report I wrote was for the Autumn 2013 issue (No. 202), prepared in
early August just before our summer holiday and immediately after the news had broken
in the national press that the Chinese business consortium ZRG had proposed building a
replica of the old Crystal Palace on the top-site in the Park and were having preliminary
discussions with the Mayor of London and the London Borough of Bromley (the owners
of the land). Having missed the November meeting of the CPP Parks and Sports Working
Group Dialogue, I was keen to attend the meeting of the group held on 21st February.
The group, which has been meeting for some years under the joint chairmanship of
our Vice-President Peter Austin and Ray Sacks (another Norwood Society member),
brings together representatives of local authorities, statutory bodies, Park management,
National Sports Centre management and local amenity groups. No minutes are taken,
but this informal group operates as a sounding board for the expression of local opinion
and as a useful information-gathering forum.
Inevitably, the February meeting was dominated by the ZRG proposal, but in the absence
of any real progress the position remains ‘up in the air’. What is proposed is that before
any formal planning application for development is submitted to the local planning
authority (Bromley) the developer will negotiate with Bromley for the purchase of a
125-year lease (pretty well the equivalent of a freehold) of what appears to be slightly
more than the northern half of the Park, together with an ‘exclusivity’ agreement. Some
of the terms will be commercially – confidential, although others will be made public.
We were assured that nothing has been agreed as yet and it is even possible that an
agreement will not be reached for legal reasons. But what is proposed is breath-taking in
its boldness. It would amount to the handing over of a major public amenity to a private
developer for a period lasting until almost the middle of the 22nd century. At the moment
we have no idea what exactly is proposed. The visionaries who re-built the Crystal
Palace which had housed the Great Exhibition of 1851 on our hill-top to the south of
London created a wonderful public amenity which lasted over 80 years until the great
fire of 1936. Would the new Crystal Palace house a major cultural centre, doing for our
century what the old one did for the later 19th century, or would it be mainly a commercial
centre (shops, hotels and even housing) with a few cultural crumbs thrown in? And what
of the Crystal Palace Act 1990, which places statutory restraints on what can be built
in the Park, and the Park’s status as Metropolitan Open Land? The Bromley and GLA
representatives assured us there would be the fullest possible public consultation, but
until there are firm proposals it is difficult to know how to react. A representative of
Arup, ZRG’s consultants, told us that ‘expressions of interest’ had been received from 38
architects offering to design the new Crystal Palace and a short-list of 6 was announced
at the end of February. That would be reduced to 3 finalists by Easter, with the winner
-3-
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to be announced in the summer. Again, we were promised public consultation, but the
panel of eminent judges does not include a representative of the local community.
In view of the ZRG proposal the reports of progress in other areas were rather
overshadowed. Interim approval has been given by the GLA for the release of £2 million
to be spent on the Park. This, with approximately £500,000 pledged by Bromley, would
go some way to assist the implementation of parts of the ‘Ten-Point’ improvement
referred to in earlier reports, but the Heritage Lottery Fund has rejected the application
for the major part of the funding of the plan because of the changed situation following
the ZRG proposal. Karl Richter and his colleagues in the Friends of the Subway have
raised £37,000 in support of their campaign to provide limited access to the incredible
Victorian subway. Although they have planning permission from Southwark for a
gate providing access from the north side of Crystal Palace Parade, no further progress
can be made until the ZRG position is clarified. In connection with the subway, a new
heritage project called ‘Inspired by the Subway’ has been established to offer training in
research and heritage skills, oral history, audio recording and tour guiding. Volunteers
are sought. Please contact Sue Giovanni on 079956 861052 or at inspired@cpsubway.
org.uk. Consideration is being given by the Community Stakeholders Group (appointed
by Bromley) to the future governance of the Park and for the involvement of the local
community in its governance if the ZRG proposal goes ahead.
As announced in the last issue, local history meetings, now under the leadership of Alun
and Barbara Thomas, have been held at Upper Norwood Library since January this year.
The two meetings so far have been very successful (see full report elsewhere in this
issue) and Alun and Barbara are to be congratulated on their efforts. Thanks are also
due to Society members who have supported these meetings and to the bakers who have
made some delicious cakes.
Richard Lines

FROM THE SECRETARY
Many thanks to the majority of you who have sent in their subscriptions so
promptly. And special thanks to those who have included much appreciated
voluntary donations. And, if you have lost your form or not got around paying the
2014 subscription, a reminder is enclosed.
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Local History News
In 2014 a very successful start has been made with attracting greater interest in
local history in Norwood. In January the local history meetings moved to the
Upper Norwood Library in Westow Hill. This move arose out of discussions
between our chairman, Richard Lines, and the Upper Norwood Library
concerning the Society’s archives that, for many years, have been stored there.
The Library has been facing an uncertain future but is now moving towards
trust status. In reviewing their situation the Library felt that in recent years the
Norwood Society had done little for the Library and that the time had come for
our archives to be moved. Richard successfully negotiated a mutually positive
outcome in that our archives will remain in the library, and we will be more
supportive of the library’s activities including moving our local history meetings
there.
Keith Holdaway has been responsible for the local history meetings at the
Phoenix Centre for over 20 years providing an interesting and varied programme
with a loyal core attending. The Society is very grateful for all the excellent
work he has done. When, in November, the Executive Committee of the Society
endorsed the move to the Library Keith felt unable to continue organising the
meetings there, and Barbara and Alun Thomas assumed responsibility with the
continuation of the local history meetings on the third Thursday of the month.
The intention is to focus on the history of the three Norwoods of West, Upper
and South, and a programme has been arranged to reflect that. The first meeting
was “Norwood in Print” with contributions from Jonathan Main, proprietor
of “Bookseller Crow”, artist Audrey Hammond and the library’s collections.
Jonathan gave an interesting review of novels that included Norwood as their
theme in some way. The wide scope of his knowledge was enlightening and
increased many of our reading lists. Audrey is best known for the book “Crystal
Palace - Norwood Heights” which has been out of print for some time and surely
deserves reprinting. Audrey talked about what had inspired her, her life in Upper
Norwood and the wonderful paintings she continues to produce. This book has
encouraged many to take an interest in the area and its buildings. Audrey has been
a key person in the successes and campaigning of the CPCA which has played
an invaluable role in calling to account the local authorities and developers that
have threatened the ambiance of Upper Norwood - and continue to do so.
-5-
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The event was also a social where people could mingle and talk over tea and
coffee and homemade cakes, something to be included in all meetings. The
attendance of 51 was gratifying to the organisers and served to underline the
importance of our local library as a centre of the Upper Norwood Community.
Barbara and Alun had taken advice and ensured there was widespread advertising
of these meetings. With some hesitation a Norwood Society Local History page
on “Facebook” has been opened. Members are encouraged to make comments
on this, encourage others to look at it and also contribute. From time to time
images from the Society’s archives will be posted on “Facebook”, and appear in
the Review and on the Society’s website.
The good attendance was reflected in the second meeting on 20th February when
43 people came to hear Jerry Green talk about local Victorian Pre-Raphaelite
artists Henrietta Rae and Eleanor Fortescue Brickdale. This interesting illustrated
talk introduced what was to many the previously unknown artistic life in Victorian
and Edwardian Upper Norwood.
It has been a very busy couple of months which has included helping with
individual enquiries regarding historical research. A professor of music from the
USA had questions about the house where Mendelssohn stayed with Attwood. In
helping with this, Richard Lines and Alun Thomas realised that there was some
question about the exact whereabouts of Attwood’s house and maybe what is
written in the “Phoenix Suburb” is not entirely accurate. There is no question that
Mendelssohn did stay with Attwood on Beulah Hill, but the exact whereabouts
of the house is something for further research.
One of the other enquiries was concerning a house in Beardell Street. Although
the Society’s archives had nothing to add, help was given with relevant census
returns and indications of other sources. Such questions often stem from family
history research. These enquiries help to build a knowledge of the area, and it
is hoped that our meetings will inspire members and others to do their own
research. The Society always welcomes hearing about such research, and by
sharing it with a wider audience will add to our knowledge of the history of
the area. Of late West Norwood has been rather neglected and we encourage
members in that area to communicate their interest and research and contact
Alun and Barbara Thomas (norwoodshistory@btinternet.com).
Alongside this Jerry Green has been ably leading a working party sorting
through the archives. Part of the aim of this is to take digital copies of some of
-6-
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the material, starting with the photographs, and in time make them available to
researchers and a wider public.
The interest generated by the meetings confirms Barbara and Alun Thomas’s
long held notion that there is an untapped thirst for local history. It is hoped that
this will provide a springboard resulting in a vibrant Norwood Society taking a
fuller part in the life of Norwood.
N.B. In view of the numbers attending, the larger space on the ground floor of
the Library will be booked in future.
Barbara Thomas

Upper Norwood Library
-7-
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MYSTERY HOUSES
The steady overhaul and digitisation of our archives bring up the occasional
mysteries.
Do any of you remember or recognise the house with the two lions? Where
could it be found? And the same goes for the business premises as shown.
Please get in touch with Jerry Green or Alun Thomas.
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Planning Notes
Zebra Crossings in Church Road, SE19
Croydon Council is pressing ahead with the installation of five unnecessary zebra
crossings, with all their attendant clutter, in Church Road. One of the Belisha beacons has
been planted right in front of the handsome Victorian arch which marks what used to be
the entrance to the Royal Normal School for the Blind before the latter was demolished
and its grounds turned into Westow Park. The reason given for this piece of municipal
vandalism is that if the crossing were to be moved it would adversely affect the 249 bus
stop. It seems that in this instance the preservation of the character and appearance of
the conservation area comes a lot further down Croydon Council’s list of priorities than
the location of a bus stop.
1-9 South Norwood Hill, SE25
When permission was given for this development, it was made a condition that the
drinking fountain erected by public subscription to commemorate the silver jubilee of
Queen Victoria, which had been attached to the previous building, should be replaced
on the new one. Notwithstanding the many millions of pounds which the developers are
spending on the construction of their building, their public spiritedness evidently did not
extend to paying for necessary repairs to the drinking fountain, since they applied for
a variation to the condition which would result in Croydon Council (that is the general
public) having to foot the bill instead. This application has, we are pleased to say, been
recognised as the piece of impertinence which it is, and refused.
40 Portland Road
Another piece of very good news is that the appeal relating to the proposal for a so-called
“Apart Hotel” on this site, permission for which had been recommended by officers
but refused at committee, has been rejected. The reason given by the inspector is “the
harm to the character and appearance of the area including the adjacent South Norwood
Conservation Area” since by reason of its height and resultant bulk the building would
be excessively dominant and would neither preserve nor enhance views in to or out of
the conservation area. This is a useful decision because it upholds the principle that even
in the case of a development on a site which is outside a conservation area the effect of
the proposals on the latter must be taken into account.
409-411 Beulah Hill, SE19
The application by Lidl for a supermarket on this site at Crown Point was unanimously
rejected at committee, notwithstanding the recommendation of officers that it be
- 10 -
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approved. The grounds given for refusal were that “the development would fail to
preserve or enhance the character or appearance of the Norwood Grove Conservation
Area and would be detrimental to the visual amenities of the street scene, by reason of
its unacceptable scale, appearance, siting, massing and overall design and insufficient
landscaping and boundary treatment to Crown Lane”. Local traders, who risked being
driven out of business if the supermarket had gone ahead, were delighted with the result.
No doubt however there will be an appeal.
1-3 Eversley Road, SE19
We opposed this application to add a further extension to this nursing home by building
upwards (the site having been almost completely covered by earlier extensions) on the
grounds that it would represent a further overdevelopment of an already overdeveloped
site, and would also compromise the privacy of the rear gardens of neighbouring
properties. Permission has been refused.
64 Westow Hill, SE 19
This was an application for retrospective consent for a new shop front which had been
constructed without planning permission. The new shop front which replaced the
previous stock bricks with timber strips is totally out of character with the rest of the
buildings in the conservation area and permission has been refused. We look to Croydon
Council to take vigorous enforcement action, for which, it has to be said, they are not
well known.
69 Westow Street, SE 19
This application by the Orthodox Church authorities relates to a proposed new building
on the site of the existing timber clad building which is an advanced state of dereliction.
The latter is, unfortunately, past saving, and the proposed new building is a considerable
improvement on previous schemes which have been refused permission. We have
however suggested some possible improvements which we hope the applicants and
Croydon Council will take on board.
The former represent only a small sample of the dozens of planning applications which
have been considered by the Planning Sub-committee during the past few months. We
are only a small group and would welcome to our deliberations any new members with
an interest in planning matters.

Philip Goddard
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WE NEED TO TALK ABOUT SOUTH NORWOOD……
Meeting held at the Stanley Halls on 18th January 2014
It cannot have escaped the notice of anybody who lives along a main road in S.
Norwood or regularly travels through it that this potentially attractive part of South
London appears neglected and is ripe for a grand regeneration scheme.
The “People of Portland Road” therefore invited local residents, Council Officials, a
local MP (Steve Reed) and several Councillors to come together to make statements,
to exchange ideas and to report on any progress and/or funding in the pipeline. With
local elections approaching this was probably no coincidence. With decline said to
have set in as long ago as
1906 and an improvement
scheme scrapped in 2006
the scene was set for a
lively dialogue.
Not
surprisingly
the
political appointees did
their best to paint a hopeful
picture. Tony Newman
(Labour) asserted that
“regeneration is on the
agenda”, but did admit that
anti-social behaviour, dirt
and fly-tipping remain obstacles to progress that are hard to overcome.
Councillor Cathy Bee, ever the optimist, made much of the great public transport,
the ready-made custom base for new business projects and Station Road that could
become a social eating area.
Steve Reed MP’s list of observations, aspirations and suggestions was a long one:
Regeneration must be people-led, let politicians listen to the public and then take
action. He did promise better Council cleaning services. As for more housing, he
felt that public infrastructure should come first. These statements were followed
by others that one could not possibly disagree with: high-quality public investment,
community trusts, asset transfers, reduced rates for start-ups, looking at examples
like Brixton, but they nevertheless left the audience wondering whether a Plan A, let
alone a Plan B, did in fact exist.
- 12 -
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Steve O’Connell (GLA member) hinted at some funding (£200.000) coming along
as a portion of £1.5 million earmarked by the Mayor of London. He felt that South
Norwood should build on the success of the Overground.
Tom Naylor, a Council Planning Officer, briefly explained Statutory Planning
requirements and pointed at a strong focus on local character. He also explained that
Conservation Areas were to be re-appraised.
Jonathan Miller of the Regeneration Team reported that it was looking into the
potential purchase of land and engagement with housing associations.
If the first part of the meeting was disappointingly short on concrete plans, the
general public were not short of ideas and complaints about the collection of
rubbish, anti-social behaviour, dirt etc. A particular concern regarded the apparently
unconstrained conversion of old family houses into “houses of multiple occupation”
without the plans making realistic provision for greenery and amenity space. In the
rush to fit in as many units as possible, matters such as the destruction of gardens
and the unsightly storage of dustbins all too often have a deleterious effect on
neighbourhoods where too many houses suffer this fate.
Anna Lines
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Postscript to “Postal Service in Norwood”
Andrew Ford’s interesting article in the Norwood Review No.203 came to mind when
reading “Norwood in Days of Old”, recollections by W.T.Phillips. This slim publication
from 1912 came to light as the Archives Working Group were exploring the Society’s
cabinets in Upper Norwood Library. Mr Phillips recalls when he came to Lower Norwood
as a child in 1842. It is a fascinating insight into what a small, underdeveloped place
Norwood was. Among the descriptions of the area he describes: “Climbing Crown-hill
(another test for the pedestrian of his breathing capabilities), at the cross roads at the
top, forming the southern boundary of the parish in which Lower Norwood is situated,
to wit, Lambeth, there was a small nucleus of shops and private residences. This was
the starting point of one or two of the London coaches each morning.” Mr Phillips then
describes the residences and the local carrier with his cry “Now for London” announcing
his arrival at the cross roads.
Mr Phillips further recalls: “ At the corner of Crown-hill and Knight’s-hill was the
Lower Norwood Post Office - the only one. Why it was placed at the extremity of the
district, away from the centre of population, may have been because it was handy for
the wealthier residents, or because of their greater capability for letter-writing, or, as we
say of the unexpected, the appointment was bestowed ‘through a friend at court’. I do
not know. I give up the solution of the problem. John Gardiner, who was the postmaster,
kept a grocer’s shop, or, vice-versa, it kept him. He was reported as not possessing the
politeness necessary in a shop keeper, but the Post Office, which has been described as an
‘insistent worrier’ may have been responsible for that peculiarity. Stamps were handed
to purchasers through an opening in a half-glass door, similar to a railway ticket office
window, the purchaser having to stand out of doors. Penny postage had not been long
introduced - 1840. I remember my mother telling me that she used to pay eightpence for
a letter. It was then permissible to pay postage by either sender or receiver. Letters were
usually written on quarto paper and folded into the shape of an envelope, these luxuries,
as well as octavo note paper, not being in use, if even invented. Money and postal orders,
savings bank, and many other postal conveniences, are of more recent date.”
Alun Thomas
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STRANGE AIR
Strange Air, a novel about Crystal Palace by Tom Brown (London:
tombrownbooks.wordpress.com, 2013), 352pp, £9.95.
Review by Richard Lines

There are a number of books set in Upper Norwood and, particularly, the Crystal Palace.
The most recent one I have read is Strange Air, the second novel by a local resident
Tom Brown. It has a factual basis, the curious underground ‘Pneumatic Railway’, the
invention of engineer Thomas William Rammell which opened in Crystal Palace Park
in 1864 to connect the Sydenham and Penge entrances. The underground pneumatic
railway was a development of the air-powered railway that operated on the line from
Forest Hill to West Croydon between 1845 and 1846 which Rammell knew. The
overground trains were powered by atmospheric pressure from a pipe running under the
train, the pipe being connected to pumping stations at three-mile intervals along the line.
It was claimed that a train had gone from Forest Hill to West Croydon (five and a half
miles) in 2 minutes 47 seconds, suggesting a speed of more than 100mph. In Rammell’s
Crystal Palace version the train and its passengers were propelled inside the atmospheric
tube which was propelled 600 yards in 50 seconds. I can remember the pneumatic tubes
that propelled customers’ cash and returned their change in department stores in the
1950s. That was long before the days of debit and credit cards.
- 15 -
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The novel is partly an account of Rammell’s career and his ambition to create a network
of atmospheric underground trains to relieve traffic congestion in London. 1863 saw
the first London underground railway, part of the Metropolitan Line whose trains were
initially powered by steam. But it is also a novel inspired by a local myth that there are
unburied bodies lying beneath the Park, victims of a disaster when the tunnel collapsed
on the atmospheric train, leaving the passengers to die without any possibility of rescue.
Brown invents a 21st century protagonist, a former Tube train driver called Eric James
who lives near Crystal Palace Park. One dark evening, while walking in the Park, Eric
stumbles and falls into a hole and comes across skeletons. But these skeletons are not
just a heap of bones, but real people, the unfortunate Victorian passengers who took a
ride in Rammell’s atmospheric train and thereby met their deaths. What might have been
a story of detection turns into a ‘time-travelling’ fantasy, as Eric meets people from the
Victorian age up to the recent past and tells the story of the Palace (including the 1936
fire) through the various characters he meets. This not only strains the reader’s credulity,
but is difficult to sustain throughout a novel of 350 pages. I feel that Tom Brown made
his book too long, but his aim may have been to tell the remarkable story of the Crystal
Palace and the people who worked there, visited it or lived nearby up to the present
time. Eric’s first encounter with the skeletons occurs in November 2013, after the book’s
publication!
There is quite a lot of technical detail in the Victorian parts of the book which tell of
Rammell’s ambitious plans to build an unpolluted rapid mass transit system. That alone
could have made a gripping novel, an account of the thwarting of the plans of a genius
who was just too far in advance of his times. But the constant switching between this and
Eric’s story, the gradual discovery of the disaster that occurred and involving characters
from different periods, make this a slightly frustrating book to read. It is too rooted in
the real world of Victorian engineering to be taken seriously as a pure fantasy, a story
of a modern man’s encounter with the supernatural in the form of people long dead who
are yet in some real sense still ‘alive’. Tom Brown’s plot is ingenious, but I feel it does
not quite ‘come off’. Nevertheless, it is an interesting read and can be recommended to
those who know and love Crystal Palace Park. I look forward to reading Tom Brown’s
next novel.
An article about the Pneumatic Railway appeared in Issue 200 (Spring 2013) - Ed
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IRA ALDRIDGE
Shakespearean actor, Norwood resident
Ira Frederick Aldridge was born in New York in
1807, the son of the Reverend Daniel Aldridge
who was a free black. Ira attended the African Free
School where he received a traditional classical
education, and visits to the Park Theatre in New
York prompted a love of theatre very early in his
life. Aldridge’s first experience of acting was gained
while playing some roles with the African Grove,
a theatre operated by free Africans in New York.
Among the roles he performed here were that of
Hamlet.
(Picture taken from Wikipedia,
Finding it difficult to pursue a career as an actor
copyright expired, public access.
in America because of the discrimination shown
It is by a Ukrainian artist and poet)
to black actors, Aldridge left for Europe, arriving
in Liverpool in 1824. He travelled as valet to actor James Wallack whom he had met
in New York. Aldridge spent eighteen months studying at the University of Glasgow
before a letter of recommendation by Henry Wallack, the brother of James, led Aldridge
to a debut at the Coburg Theatre

In October 1825 he played Othello and later Oroonoko in ‘The Slave’s Revenge’ and
the Coburg Theatre, the first black actor to work there, and then toured a number of
theatres in England. On playing the part of Othello a reviewer described him as “an actor
of genius” and he was popular with audiences. However, there were those among the
critics who saw the casting of Aldridge as little more than a ‘gimmick’.
For a while Aldridge appeared on playbills as ‘Mr Keene, Tragedian of Colour’ but by
1827 this had changed to ‘The Celebrated Mr Keene, the African Roscius’. As today, it
was common for actors to adopt another name. However, Aldridge returned to using his
real name in playbills a few years later.
A tour of Ireland in 1831 led to Aldridge being a sensation in the smaller towns, but
the critical reviews he received were increasingly racist, and London theatres refused to
employ him.
However, the provincial theatres took a different view to those of London , and Aldridge
continued to have great successes, particularly for his performances as Othello.
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Aldridge brought the role of Othello on his return to London in 1833, when he played at
the Theatre Royal, Covent Garden, replacing Edmund Kean who had collapsed on stage
while performing the role.
Aldridge’s performances provoked opposing views among reviewers, some of whom
saw real talent in him, while others claimed he had only value as a novelty on the stage.
There was a resurgence in racist attacks on Aldridge which were very damaging to his
career, and it would be fifteen years before he returned to the London stage.
From 1833 until 1852 Aldridge toured in the provincial theatres, including performing at
Stratford at the Royal Shakespearean Theatre, where he played both Othello and roles in
some farces and melodramas in 1851. Among his repertoire was Titus Andronicus which
had not been staged for over a century.
Aldridge cultivated the myth that he had been born in Senegal, and was descended from
an African prince, and even signed the visitors book at Shakespeare’s birthplace with the
words “Ira Aldridge: the African Tragedian, Senegal, Africa”.
Critics continued to be critical of Aldridge because of his race, and in 1852 he left England
for Europe. Aldridge toured numerous major cities in Europe including Cologne, Berlin
Prague, Vienna, Budapest, St Petersburg and Moscow and was acclaimed as one of
the greatest tragedians of his time. Plays were often performed in the local languages,
using a local cast alongside Aldridge, and he performed before Frederick William IV of
Prussia.
Numerous honours were heaped on Aldridge by many European nations, and it was said
that he was the most highly paid actor in Russia, being paid the then large sum of £60 for
each performance. While in Russia he became acquainted with the writer Leo Tolstoy,
and his work inspired the creation of new schools of acting.
The success and recognition he had received so widely meant that on his return to
London he could be ignored no longer by the Theatre. He played in the Lyceum theatre
in 1858 to acclaim from both audiences and the critics who had previously been so harsh
towards him. With this change to his life, Aldridge acquired property in England and in
1863 applied to become a British citizen.
Ira Aldridge had married a while woman, Margaret Gill, in 1825, an event which had
caused controversy. On her death in 1864 Aldridge was free to marry his mistress of
five years, the Swedish Amanda von Brandt by whom he had several children (Amanda
styled herself ‘Countess’). Two of the children became opera singers and one a musician
and composer.
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He returned to London after his European tours so celebrated and honoured he could no
longer be ignored. In 1858 he finally performed at the Lyceum, the audiences and critics
alike were full of praise. He was by now a star of the stage, he and applied for British
citizenship in 1863.
Having had to deal with racism throughout his life, Ira Aldridge contributed financially
to the abolition movement and associated campaigns. He would also frequently end his
performances on stage with an anti slavery song or message.
Ira Aldridge spent the last fifteen years of his life touring in Europe, and finally died in
the Polish city of Lodz in 1867, where he is buried. His wife lived on until 1915, and her
ashes were scattered at Highgate.
Among the properties Ira Aldridge owned were Luranah Villa, the family home at 5
Hamlet Road in Upper Norwood which Aldridge named after his mother, as well as
other homes on Hamlet Road.
He is remembered by a blue plaque on 5 Hamlet Road, Upper Norwood, London SE19 2AP

Rebecca Wheatley
The inscription reads
IRA ALDRIDGE
1807-1867
Shakespearian Actor
‘The African Roscius’
lived here

Ira Aldridge

Playbill from his provincial tour
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Photo of tomb in Poland
(free of copyright)

Ira Aldridge Blue Plaque
(Photographed by telex4
Attribution-ShareAlike
License)
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The Anderson Shelter
In July 2012 a World War II Anderson Shelter was uncovered on a vacant piece of land
above a railway tunnel between 128 and 130 Sunnyhill Road, Streatham. The land is
destined to become a community allotment on a plot leased to Lambeth Council from
Network Rail. At the moment its future is uncertain. The Anderson shelter was designed
in 1938 by William Paterson and Oscar Carl (Karl) Kerrison in response to a request
from the Home Office. It was named after Sir John Anderson, then Lord Privy Seal with
special responsibility for preparing air-raid precautions immediately prior to the outbreak
of World War II, and it was he who then initiated the development of the shelter. After
evaluation by Dr David Anderson, Bertram Lawrence Hurst and Sir Henry Jupp, of the
Institution of Civil Engineers, the design was released for production.
Anderson shelters were designed to accommodate
up to six people. The main principle of protection
was based on curved and straight galvanised
corrugated steel panels. Six curved panels were
bolted together at the top, so forming the main
body of the shelter, three straight sheets on either
side, and two more straight panels were fixed
to each end, one containing the door - a total of
fourteen panels. A small drainage sump* was
often incorporated in the floor to collect rainwater
seeping into the shelter. The shelters were 6ft(1.8m) high, 4ft 6in (1.4m) wide,and 6ft 6in
(2m) long.They were buried 4ft(1.2m) deep in the soil and then covered with a minimum
of 15in (0.4m) of soil above the roof. The earth banks could be planted with vegetables and
flowers that could be quite an appealing sight and,in this way, would become the subject
of competitions of the best-planted shelter among householders in the neighbourhood.
The internal fitting out of the shelter was left to the owner and so there were wide variations
in comfort. Anderson shelters were issued free to all householders who earned less than
£250 a year, and those with a higher income were charged £7. 1.5 million shelters of this
type were distributed from February 1939 to the outbreak of war. During the war a further
2.1 million were erected. The Anderson shelters performed well under blast and ground
shock because they had good connectivity and ductility, which meant that they could
absorb a great deal of energy through plastic deformation without falling apart. This was
in marked contrast to other trench shelters which used concrete for the sides and roof,
which were inherently unstable when disturbed by the effects of an explosion – if the roof
slab lifted, the walls fell in under the static earth pressure; if the walls were pushed in,
the roof would be unsupported at one edge and would fall. However, when the pattern of
all-night alerts became established, it was realised that in winter Anderson shelters were
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cold, damp holes in the ground and often flooded in
wet weather, and so their occupancy factor would
be poor. This led to the development of the indoor
Morrison shelter (Baker 1978, see below).
At the end of the war in Europe, households who
had received an Anderson shelter were expected
to remove their shelters and local authorities
began the task of reclaiming the corrugated iron.
Householders who wished to keep their Anderson
shelter (or more likely the valuable metal) could pay
a nominal fee. Because of the large number made
and their robustness, many Anderson shelters still
survive, like the one on Sunnyhill Road. Many
were dug up after the war and converted into
storage sheds for use in gardens and allotments. As
stated previously, the future of this shelter is uncertain. The shelter could remain in situ
and be used as a garden shed. If this is the case, the shelter could be conserved as much
as possible and thus would be available as a teaching aid and a resource for historians.
It is unlikely that English Heritage would list it as they may consider they have listed
enough of this type of building. If the listing does take place, then the owners have a legal
responsibility to care for the shelter. It is almost certain that the shelter would be suitable
for adding to the Local List of buildings of architectural or historical interest managed by
Lambeth Council. This does not give it much protection but the fact it is on the List would
be taken into consideration if there were any plans to change the use of the site.

The Morrison Shelter

The Morrison shelter, officially termed ‘Table (Morrison) Indoor Shelter had a cagelike construction beneath it. It was designed by John Baker and named after Herbert
Morrison, the Minister of Home Security at the time. It was the result of the realisation
that, due to the lack house cellars, it was necessary to develop an effective type of indoor
shelter. The shelters came in assembly kits, to be bolted together inside the home. They
were approximately 6ft 6in (2m) long, 4ft (1.2m) wide and 2ft 6in (0.75m) high, had a solid
⅛in (3mm) steel plate table top, welded wire mesh sides, and a metal lath mattress-type
floor. Altogether it had 359 parts and had 3 tools supplied with the pack. The shelter was
provided free to households whose combined income was less than £350 per year.
When Head of the Engineering Department at Cambridge University, Professor Sir John
Baker (latterly Baron Baker) presented an undergraduate lecture on the principles of design
of the shelter, as an interesting introduction to his theory of plastic design of structures; in
1968 this lecture was attended by Prince Charles, and it can be summarized as follows: It
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was impractical to produce a
design for mass production
that could withstand a direct
hit, and so it was a matter of
selecting a suitable design
target that would save lives
in many cases of blast
damage to bombed houses.
Examination of bombed
buildings indicated that, in
many instances, one end
wall of a house was sucked
or blown out by a nearby
blast, and the floor of the
first storey pivoted about its
other end (supported by a largely intact wall) and killed the inhabitants.
The Morrison shelter was therefore designed to be able to withstand the upper floor
falling, of a typical two storey-house undergoing a partial collapse. The shelter was
designed to absorb this energy by plastic deformation, since this can absorb two or
three orders of magnitude more energy than elastic deformation. Its design enabled the
family to sleep under the shelter at night or during raids, and 500,000 Morrison shelters
had been distributed by the end of 1941, with a further 100,000 being added in 1943 to
prepare the population for the expected German V-1 flying bomb (doodlebug) attacks.
In one examination of 44 severely damaged houses it was found that three people had
been killed, 13 seriously injured, and 16 slightly injured, out of a total of 136 people
who had occupied Morrison shelters; thus 120 out of 136 escaped from severely bombdamaged houses without serious injury. Furthermore it was discovered that the fatalities
had occurred in a house which had suffered a direct hit, and some of the severely injured
were in shelters sited incorrectly within the houses.
Brian Bloice
Chairman
The Streatham Society
* These pre-cast concrete sumps, when dug up and moved to a suitable spot, are still in use by
some people as fishponds. I had one in the garden of my previous house, as did my neighbour. The
fish flourished. My family also had a Morrison shelter which fortunately was never needed – the
dog used it regularly, and also flourished.
Ed
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